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The LHAASO Collaboration has reported their observation of very high energy photons
(Emax

γ ≃ 18 TeV) from the gamma-ray burst GRB221009A. The sterile neutrino that involves both mixing
and a transition magnetic moment may be a viable explanation for these high energy photon events.
However, we demonstrate that such a solution is strongly disfavored by the cosmic microwave background
and big bang nucleosynthesis in standard cosmology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most energetic cosmic explosions generate gamma-
ray bursts (GRBs), which provide a crucial window into the
extreme Universe. An unprecedented bright gamma-ray
burst, at z ≃ 0.15 [1,2], was first recorded by the Burst Alert
Telescope [3] on the Swift satellite recently. It was later
confirmed by Fermi Gamma-ray burst Monitor [4] and
Fermi-LAT [5,6] and was documented as GRB221009A.
Extremely energetic photons emitted from the burst have
been captured by LHAASO [7] and Carpet-2 [8]. In
particular, the KM2A detector on LHAASO has reported
the observation of ∼5000 very high energy photons with
energy up to 18 TeV in a ∼2000 s time window. Such
energetic photons are expected to be virtually impossible to
travel across a distance. High energy photons will inevitably
be attenuated by the extragalactic background light (EBL)
[9], i.e., γ þ γEBL → eþ þ e−. To be precise, the survival
probability of an 18 TeV photon traveling a distance of
z ≃ 0.15 to arrive at Earth is around 10−7 [10,11]. Thus, it is
astonishing to observe plenty of high energy photons on
Earth, which may indicate new physics beyond the Standard

Model (SM). Quite a few ideas have been proposed, such as
Lorentz invariance violation [12–14], dark photons [15],
axionlike particles [12,15–23], invisible neutrino decay
[24], light scalar decay [25], sterile neutrinos [26–28],
and ultrahigh energy cosmic-ray acceleration in GRBs [29].
Among them, the sterile neutrino is motivated by the

fact that, if there exists mixing or interaction between the
active and sterile neutrinos, long traveling without decay
could be realized. The active neutrinos produced in the
gamma-ray burst will convert into sterile neutrinos and
then travel a long distance without scattering with the
EBL; after that, they decay into active neutrinos and
photons, which reach the detectors on Earth. IceCube
has reported various results in searching for high energy
neutrinos, e.g., TeV to PeV. For GRB221009A, IceCube has
performed a tracklike muon neutrino event search; the non-
observation of such events has set an upper limit on muon
neutrino flux, i.e., E2dNνμ=dE < 3.9 × 10−2 GeV · cm−2

at 90% C.L. [30].
In this work, however, we point out that the sterile

neutrino proposal may not be proper, since it faces strong
constraints from astrophysical and cosmological observa-
tions. Our result, confirming the notice of Refs. [27,28] that
the existence of such a sterile neutrino would lead to a
nonstandard cosmology, excludes the corresponding cos-
mological scenario for sterile neutrino parameters that are
needed to reproduce the LHAASO observations. In par-
ticular, the keV to MeV scale sterile neutrino needed in the
previous works would contribute a sizable ΔNeff , which is
in strong contradiction with constraints from big bang
nucleosynthesis (BBN) and the cosmic microwave back-
ground (CMB).
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II. CONSTRAINTS ON STERILE NEUTRINO
EXPLANATION

Active neutrinos are produced associated with photons in
the gamma-ray burst. They could convert into sterile
neutrinos through mixing or dipole interaction. Sterile
neutrinos can travel a long distance and convert back into
active neutrinos and photons where the EBL attenuation is
not prominent. Based on the different ways, one could
conclude that the production and decay could be categorized
into (i) both through mixing with active neutrinos; (ii) both
through dipole interactions dαναLσμνFμνNðα ¼ e; μ; τÞ; and
(iii) produced through mixing (dipole interaction) while
decaying through dipole interaction (mixing). Since there is
only the IceCube tracklike event limit on hand, we make the
following discussions under the assumptions that the mixing
is only between muon neutrinos and sterile neutrinos and dα
is nonzero just for dμ. For the first case, mixing and mass of
sterile neutrinos would totally determine the produced
photon flux. According to Refs. [27,28], the mixing needed
to match the observed number of energetic photons will
exceed constraints from oscillation experiments searching
for sterile neutrinos [31]. For the second scenario, the
production of sterile neutrinos is severely constrained by
the dipole strength and suppressed by the phase space of
three-body decay [26,28]. The production through mixing
will always be dominant once mixing exists. Thus, an
alternative scenario that sterile neutrinos are produced
through mixing while decaying through dipole interaction
has been studied in Ref. [28]. The expected photon flux is
given as

jUμ4j2d=τ
γ=Γ − d=τ

�
exp

�
−
dΓ
γ

�
− expð−τÞ

�
dNνμ

dE
Brγ: ð1Þ

Here, Uμ4 is the particular element of the mixing matrix
being referred to. The burst is separated from Earth by a
distance of d, and τ denotes the optical depth at a redshift of
z ¼ 0.15. Γ stands for the total decay width of sterile
neutrinos. Brγ is the branching ratio of sterile neutrinos
decaying into photons, where γ labels the relativity boost
factor γ ¼ EN=mN. dNνμ=dE represents the neutrino flux,
which takes the aforementioned upper limit from IceCube
[30]. One could then get the expected event number of
photons to be detected. However, we find that the feasible
parameter space is tightly constrained by astrophysical and
cosmological observations.

A. Stellar energy loss constraints

The sterile neutrino N that we are studying can carry
energy when it is produced under thermal conditions in a
stellar system. It affects the energy loss, thermal conduc-
tivity, and subsequent time evolution of the stellar pop-
ulation, as has been documented in various studies (see,
e.g., [32,33]). In this way, the neutrino’s behavior can

significantly impact the development of stellar systems.
Plasmon decays are kinematically allowed in the dense
charged medium where mγ� > Tstar:

γ� → νL þ N: ð2Þ

This additional energy loss mechanism affects stellar
evolution in terms of the increased fuel-burning rate.
The energy loss per unit volume is given in Ref. [34]:
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where K is the effective plasmon mass and determined
by the plasmon energy ω and momentum k via K ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ω2 − k2

p
. ΓT is the Thomson scattering rate, ΓT ¼ 8πα2ne

3m2
e
,

and Γγ� is the plasmon width:
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The plasma characteristics for a red-giant core before
helium ignition are taken from Table D 1 in Ref. [35]:

ωp¼ 18 keV; Tγ ¼ 8.6 keV; ne ¼ 3×1029 cm−3: ð5Þ

The bound on mN and dμ can be obtained by using
the energy loss function Q with mN ¼ 0; dμ < 1.1×
10−22μB [33].

B. Effective neutrino number Neff constraints

The sterile neutrinos bring impacts on the evolution of
the late Universe in two ways. On one side, they are always
in equilibrium with the SM neutrinos, since the mixing
between them is large enough. On the other side, the
introduction of dipole interaction may affect the decou-
pling of the neutrino plasma; it depends on the relative
strength between the dipole and the SM electroweak
interactions. According to Ref. [36], the averaged dipole
interaction rate is hσvnid ≈ 3.32αd2μT3, while the SM
electroweak (EW) interaction rate is at hσvniSM ≈G2

FT
5.

Thus, the EW interaction would always be dominant; a
rough estimation shows that the dipole interaction rate is
just 1.3% of the EW interaction rate at the neutrino
decoupling temperature ∼OðMeVÞ. Hence, one could
conclude that the sterile neutrino will keep in equilibrium
with the SM neutrinos, and the neutrino plasma would
decouple from the electromagnetic plasma at a comparable
temperature as in standard cosmology.
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We can evaluate Neff as follows. Entropy conservation
points out that S ¼ a3ðρþ pÞ=T ¼ 2π2=45a3g�sT3 is con-
stant. In the early Universe, when the neutrino plasma and
electromagnetic plasma are in thermal equilibrium, they
share the same temperature. While at T < TD, the temper-
ature ratio is given by

Tν

Tγ
¼

�
g�s∶ν;D
g�s∶γ;D

g�s∶γ
g�s∶ν

�
1=3

; ð6Þ

where the quantities with subscript D remind us that they
are given at the neutrino plasma decoupling temperature
TD. The Neff is fixed by comparing the total energy density

ρR ¼ ργ

�
1þ 7

8

�
T0
ν

Tγ

�
4

Neff

�
ð7Þ

to the explicit energy density of the neutrino plasma [37]

ρν∶N ¼ ργ
7

8

�
Tν

Tγ

�
4
�
Nν þ

gN
2
IðyNÞ

�
: ð8Þ

The IðyNÞ in Eq. (8) has the form

IðyNÞ ¼
120

7π4

Z
∞

y
dξ

ξ2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ξ2 − y2N

p
eξ þ 1

; ð9Þ

with yN ≡mN=Tν. The T0
ν in Eq. (7) stands for the neutrino

temperature in standard cosmology, while Tν in Eq. (8)
represents the temperature of neutrino plasma. We show the

deviation ΔNeff in Fig. 1, at the BBN and CMB epochs,
respectively. Once sterile neutrinos become nonrelativistic
after decoupling, they can serve as a source of reheating for
the neutrino plasma, analogous to the way electron-positron
annihilation reheats the photon plasma. Consequently, the
temperature of the neutrino plasma increases, which results
in an increased value of ΔNeff . The current limits on ΔNeff
are set as ΔNeff < 0.5 at the BBN [38] and ΔNeff < 0.28 at
the CMB [39]. In addition, the lifetime of N is restricted to
be less than 1 s to avoid significant modifications to the
abundance of light elements in the BBN era [40]. In our
model, the dominant decay channel for N is through dipole
interactions, which allows us to translate this constraint on
the lifetime of N into constraints on dμ and mN .
In Fig. 2, we show the allowed parameter space that can

produce more than one energetic photon observed by
LHAASO (red shaded region) and also plot the constraints
mentioned above in the plane of the dipole interaction
strength dμ versus sterile neutrino mass mN . Our study
assumes a value of jUμ4j ¼ 0.1, which represents the
maximum value permitted by the muon neutrino disappear-
ance search conducted on MINOS [31]. For a smaller value

FIG. 1. The distribution of ΔNeff with varied mN , at the BBN
and CMB epochs.

FIG. 2. The parameter space that produces more than one event
in the LHAASO experiment is shown in the plane of the dipole
interaction strength dμ versus sterile neutrino mass mN (red
shaded region). Here, we take jUμ4j ¼ 0.1 in the calculation. For
a smaller value of jUμ4j, the allowed region would shrink. The
blue and green shaded regions are excluded by BBN and CMB
bounds, respectively. BBN bounds are obtained from constraints
on ΔNeff and abundance of light elements, while the CMB bound
is solely derived from constraint on ΔNeff . The purple and yellow
hatched regions denote the limits from stellar cooling and
Borexino, respectively.
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of jUμ4j, the corresponding region would shrink. From
Fig. 2, we can see that the stellar cooling bound (purple
hatched region) will become weak as the sterile neutrino
mass increases. Both BBN (blue shaded region) and CMB
(green shaded region) bounds on the effective neutrino
number in Fig. 1 can entirely exclude the feasible parameter
space for explaining the energetic photon events. The BBN
bound derived from the restriction on the abundance of light
elements offers a complementary excluding capability in
addition to the constraints imposed by the effective neutrino
number. Our CMB and BBN limits extend the range of
constraints on unstable more massive neutrinos, obtained in
Ref. [40] from other observational arguments. Besides, we
also present the Borexino constraint from the measurement
of the neutrino-electron scattering [41] (yellow hatched
region). It has set a limit on the effective dipole moment as
deff < 2.8 × 10−11μB, while a weaker limit is derived under
the assumption of sterile neutrinos couple solely to νμ [42].

C. Other possible constraints

For a long-lived sterile neutrino, such as mN ∼ 100 eV,
the lifetime at rest of the order of 106 s so that its decays
should take place in the period when electromagnetic
energy release cannot restore the Planck form of the
spectrum. Naive estimation, assuming that such an electro-
magnetic energy release corresponds to half of N energy
density, which is 3=11 of photon energy density, and that
this energy release leads to Bose-Einstein-type distortion of
the CMB spectrum leads to a 2-orders-of-magnitude contra-
diction with the upper limit on such distortion. However,
this statement needs more detailed analysis. According to
Refs. [43,44], early energy release (at z > 104) leads to the
heating of plasma electrons, and their successive (inverse)
Thomson scattering with CMB photons provides the for-
mation of the Bose-Einstein spectrum with photon chemical
potential determined by energy release. This point implies a
special study in our case. Indeed, at 106 s, plasma temper-
ature is 1 keV. N gas temperature should be a factor
ð4=11Þ1=3 smaller but still makes a dominant fraction of
N relativistic, and their decay is delayed by a factor of 10, so
that they dominantly decay at 107 s, when the plasma and
radiation temperature are about 300 eV (and the maximum
of Planck spectrum is near 1 keV). At this temperature, N
decay is not at rest, and the monochromatic photon
distribution of two-body decay converts into the interval

of energies E ≤ 150 eV. At such energy, photons make
energy transfer to electron ðE=mÞE ≤ 3 × 10−4E in each
collision, and electron heating by such energy release
becomes problematic. A rigorous analysis, which should
involve a detailed study of the character of CMB spectrum
distortions, should be undertaken in our case, but even
without it, it is qualitatively evident that N decays would
contribute to the low-frequency (Raleigh-Jeans) part of the
CMB spectrum, increasing it by a factor of δϵ=ϵ, where
δϵ ∼ ENnN and ϵ is the CMB energy density in the period of
decay. These calculations should be done more rigorously to
foresee possible probes for low-energy new physics in the
searches by precision cosmology for CMB spectral dis-
tortions (see, e.g., [45]). Recall that the results of this section
correspond to the range of neutrino mass 100 eV.

III. CONCLUSION

Confrontation of multimessenger astronomical observa-
tions of GRB221009A with multimessenger astrophysical
and cosmological probes makes an incompatible interpre-
tation of these observations with the sterile neutrino
hypothesis. Even if the ultrahigh energy LHAASO event
is in occasional coincidence with GRB221009A and
observation of this gamma-ray burst does not imply the
involvement of new physics, our analysis has to lead to a
new constraint on parameters of sterile neutrino physics
and reveals a possible new type of deviations from the
standard big bang scenario originated from effects of new
physics at the low energy scale. A possibility of such effects
may be useful for astrophysical studies and stimulating
searches for a new type of CMB spectral distortions as
cosmological probes for new physics.
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